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S
ome of the differences between the two caucus leaders of the Indiana

House of Representatives are obvious, including contrasting styles exhibited

during legislative careers that total a combined 50 years.

One major similarity, however, helped pave the way for B. Patrick

Bauer and Brian Bosma to establish a strong working relationship during

the 2003 session. They are the sons of General Assembly veterans. Burnett

Bauer and Charlie Bosma were not only colleagues – but friends. That bond and a dedication to

working for the betterment of Indiana allowed the younger Bauer and Bosma to be guiding forces

behind key economic development initiatives that were enacted in 2003.

“My father was very issue oriented,” recalls Bauer, who has represented his South Bend

constituents in the House since 1970. “He came here to make a difference. A very good friend of

his in the Senate was Charlie Bosma. I like the idea that they were friends, and I like the idea

they were bipartisan. That whole thing certainly makes this easier.”

Burnett Bauer owned a water softener/water heater business and was also an accountant.

Charlie Bosma operated a dairy farm, where son Brian joined him at an early age.

“My father taught me about hard work. There were no breaks,

no overtime; you worked until you got the job done,” reflects

Bosma, first elected in 1986 in his district on the southeast side of

Indianapolis. “He brought the same work ethic to public service

as well. When he got hold of an issue, it was consuming for him.”

The Bauer-Bosma connections extend beyond the father-father

and son-son relationships. In 1971, a Pat Bauer bill (sponsored in the

Senate by Charlie Bosma) on a phosphate ban became a nationwide

model. The two Bauers, father and son, combined on legislation

regarding emission controls that received a national award.

In addition, fathers passed on to sons a sense of tradition of

what General Assembly service means. Legislators, once held in the

highest regard, and the legislative body frequently come under

attack in today’s society.

“We both bring a very strong respect for the institution here,”

Bosma contends. “That came into our discussions a number of times

when we were faced with confronting a problem. The legislative

institution is not held in esteem the way it should be. We would

like to bring that back.”

House in order
Bauer earned a hard-line reputation as the longtime chairman

of the House Ways & Means Committee. It was necessary, he says,

to pass budgets – including twice when the House was a 50-50 split

between Democrats and Republicans. When he gained election as

speaker after his party earned a slim 51-49 advantage from the 2002

elections, key priorities included altering the partisan politics of

recent years.

“The day I was elected, I told the (legislative) body I wanted to

emulate my first speaker, (Otis) “Doc” Bowen. I wanted a family atmosphere and a good feeling in

this House,” Bauer explains. “After midnight on the last night, I had Democrats and Republicans

come up and say it was the most amazing session they had ever experienced.”

Reaching that close was not easy. The Energize Indiana economic development plan, unveiled

by the O’Bannon administration in the fall of 2002, faced an early challenge. Coming off tax

restructuring changes implemented in the June 2002 special session, Bauer wasn’t prepared to
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respect to the General Assembly.
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have his caucus put up all the votes

that would provide additional business

benefits.

The caucus leaders met for

breakfast. When Bauer committed to

allowing Republican amendments to

come forward, Bosma says he was

convinced that his colleague was sincere

in his bipartisan efforts.

An overwhelming House vote on

the plan, Bauer points out, sent a

strong message to the Senate. “It’s not

just passing something sometimes, but

how you do it that builds momentum.”

Bauer says Bosma kept his word.

In return, Bauer did the same, working

with committee chairmen to

ensure bills from both parties

were heard and allowing open

debate. Each legislator, he

says, can’t achieve everything

he wants, but he believes all

had the opportunity to express

their views.

The relationship between

the two grew deeper as the

session advanced.

“It was a surprise a week,”

Bosma says of their frequent

meetings. “I anticipated it would

come to the point that our

communication would break

down, things would become

testy and we would resort to

the bunker mentality of the recent past. That never happened.”

Bosma claims that trust and understanding continued to

develop. To the point that, “I said at the end of the session that

Pat was my new friend.”

Overcoming adversity
The closing weeks of the session

brought challenges of a different kind.

Three babies of House members were

hospitalized, a half dozen legislators

were experiencing health problems of

their own. Then, just a few days before

the targeted session end, freshman Rep.

Roland Stine was killed in an auto accident

when returning to his Shelby County

home after a late night at the Statehouse.

The mourning, the leaders say,

brought their fellow House members

closer together. The tragedy – Bauer

calls Stine a House member “who graced

this body and was truly beloved by

everyone” – only provided a bond

that helped produce the compromise

needed for final passage of the

economic development package.

“The opportunity to share, to

pray and maybe shed a few tears

together,” Bosma asserts, “will

hopefully have a long-term impact.”

The economic development

legislation is also projected to have

long-lasting benefits. Among the

many proposals passed were:

• Funding of certified technology

parks (three have been designated

as of early October)

• Expansion of Indiana Port

Commission authority to finance

projects statewide

• A Hoosier Business Investment Tax Credit that assists existing

companies with capital investments

• Expansion of the venture capital tax credit first enacted in 2002

Government Leader of the Year
Sen. Larry Borst 2002

Gov. Frank O’Bannon and Supt. 

of Public Instr. Suellen Reed 2001

Rep. Jeff Linder 2000

Rep. Bob Behning 1999

Sen. Teresa Lubbers 1998

U.S. Rep. Lee Hamilton 1997

U.S. Rep. David McIntosh 1996

Rep. Michael Smith and

Sen. Thomas Weatherwax 1995

Rep. Paul Mannweiler 1994

Sen. Morris Mills 1993

Hon. Thomas Barnes 1992
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Bauer meets with Virginia 

Calvin, chancellor of Ivy Tech 

North Central at South Bend, and 

a student from Tanzania. He has 

enjoyed a 36-year career in education.

Bosma juggles his

legislative work with

partner duties at

Kroger Gardis &

Regas law firm in

Indianapolis.

Continued on page 25



Representative Pat Bauer 
will be honored as Indiana Chamber’s 
Co-Government Leader of the Year
at our 14th Annual Awards Dinner

on October 23rd, 2003.

Ivy Tech State College is delighted
that B. Patrick Bauer has been chosen

Indiana Co-Government Leader of the Year.
Rep. Bauer’s commitment to higher education,
his leadership of the House of Representatives 
during one of its most difficult budget sessions,
and his dedication to the quality of the state’s

health care programs, would each alone 
prove him deserving of this honor.

Congratulations, Pat!
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• Increased funding for the 21st Century Research &

Technology Fund

• Creation of the Indiana Economic Development Corporation,

a public-private partnership to guide state economic

development efforts beginning July 1, 2005

Making the accomplishments even more laudatory is the

state’s continuing budget crisis. While many other states are

raising taxes and cutting services, Indiana is enhancing its

business climate. The fiscal challenges remain, but the hope is

that the structural changes of the last two sessions will help

make Indiana a leader instead of a follower.

“The economic development initiatives included input

from each legislative caucus and the business community,”

Chamber President Kevin Brinegar summarizes, “but the

leadership of representatives Bauer and Bosma brought it all

together. The sometimes bitter proceedings in the past took a

back seat to policies needed to help employers, employees and

communities.”

Working together
Bauer, when not conducting legislative business, is in his

third year with Ivy Tech State College after 33 years (17 as a

teacher and 16 as assistant superintendent) in South Bend

schools. As vice president of partnerships, he works statewide

on creating program relationships with

business and establishing articulation

agreements with four-year universities.

He notes that the threat of jobs relocating

to other countries is another challenge that

must be faced by business and labor

together. Study committee hearings this

summer and fall “opened the eyes of a lot

of people. That’s going to bring us closer

together. It affects both parties, all our

constituents.”

Although state government responsibilities

have increased greatly in the last 20 years,

Bauer declares it’s going to take federal

cooperation to help Indiana recover from

the economic slowdown and the massive

loss of manufacturing jobs. The tone set in

2003, though, will have the legislature

ready to help where it can.

“We were open to ideas. We showed

that in the way we developed bills, got out

in a timely fashion and had a good end

product,” he states. “I don’t know what else

we could have done.”

Moving forward
Bosma spends his non-legislative time

as a partner in the law firm of Kroger Gardis

& Regas. He and his family are committed

to working with the disabled in a number

of ways, including through Bosma Industries for the Blind. The

tradition of giving back, and placing family first, are other

lessons learned from his father.

“My Dad managed to make it to my ballgames and be at

the dinner table on a regular basis, and I strive to do the

same,” he says, calling his wife Cheryl his greatest asset. “I tell

my wife one of these days I’m going to quit one of these two

full-time jobs in order to do the other one better.”

Fortunately, for Indiana, that time is not now. Bosma is

confident that the course has been set for a bright future for

the state.

“I think if we look back 10 years from now, at the 2002

tax restructuring and the 2003 session, we can point to these

two elements as the turning point for our state,” he vows. “We

have a new level of bipartisanship from the top down through

the rank and file.

“Many things need to happen for Indiana to be on the right

track, but we’ve started that process. The key for our state’s

future is leaders with vision. I think we have a lot of those

leaders in Indiana.”

Bosma/Bauer
Continued from page 18


